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book review: humanitarianism, identity, and nation ... - identity, nation, and migration. it reviews
various aspects of identity and nation as well as nation's symbiotic relation with migration law and explores
liberalism and its limitations in evaluating migration decisions. in this discussion, identity analysis is assigned a
central role for a number of reasons. dauvergne, catherine, humanitarianism, identity and nation ... dauvergne, catherine, humanitarianism, identity and nation: migration laws in canada and australia,
vancouver, ubc press, 2005 par julia sotousek * le xxe siècle a été le théâtre du foisonnement de restrictions
réglementaires visant à endiguer les mouvements migratoires de population. the geopolitics of forced
migration and humanitarianism: a ... - forced migration is a hermeneutic lens through which the
dissonance between humanitarianism and state-centricity can be examined. according to the international
organization for migration (iom), forced migration is defined as a “migratory movement in which an element of
coercion exists, including threats to life and livelihood, whether arising dialectics of humanitarian
immigration and national ... - dialectics of humanitarian immigration and national identity in canadian
public discourse harald bauder abstract humanitarian immigration is an important element in the construction
of canada’s identity as a liberal and com-passionate country. drawing on hegelian dialectics, a dis-course
analysis of newspaper articles published between beyond humanitarianism: normatively approaching ...
- how) the current realities of the nation-states as socially closed political and identity systems (with
consequences for the political discourse on migration) can be overcome in order to formulate solutions that are
international. in some countries, the negative politicization might have some transformative effects for the
society in question. humanitarian immigration and german national identity in ... - national identity can
be reinvented, reconstructed, reimagined’. migration law negotiates the boundaries of national identity by
defining the characteristics of refugees and people in humanitarian need and by identifying the places where
these characteristics occur. ‘migration law is directed outward, at those beyond the nation’s borders.
migration and globalization - globalization | globalisation - migration in an earlier era of globalization
the most recent era of mass voluntary migration was between 1850 and 1914. ver one million people a year
were drawn to the new world by the turn of the 20th century. migration narratives in europe - library.fes
- the 28+ national migration conversations exhibit a unified pan-european narrative framework. people’s
conversations can be grouped into five main narratives: security, identity, economy, humanitarianism, and
demography. the security and identity narratives’ dominance is larger than the numbers indicate, as they have
contested and subverted the carleton university department of law course outline - catherine
dauvergne. 2005. humanitarianism, identity, and nation : migration laws of australia and canada (ubc press).
[nov 4] sherene razack. dark threats and white knights : the somalia affair, peacekeeping and the new
imperialism (u of toronto press, 2004). ratna kapur. 2003. erotic justice: law and the new politics of
postcolonialism. 1b. ‘fight them on the beaches: defending the humanitarian state’ - humanitarian
history. however, the issue of international migration demonstrates that the state’s adoption of
humanitarianism does not represent an acceptance of a cosmopolitan ethic, rather a state centric vision of
humanitarianism where the protection of humanitarianism is regarded as the greater good than the protection
of individuals. harald bauder immigration dialectic: imagining community ... - aspect of the immigration
debates - ‘danger’, ‘humanitarianism’, ‘economic benefit to the host nation’, etc. - and establishes the
unstable, forever-in-flux nature of national identity formation. immigration dialectic forwards another important
thesis, that the process of nation building unfolds differently for settler and ethnic ... australia: a topical
resource guide by robert goehlert and ... - humanitarianism, identity and nation: migration laws of
australia and canada. vancouver: ubc press, 2005. de bolfo, tony. in search of kings: what became of the re
d’italia. pymble, new south wales: harpercollins australia, 2003. hammerton, a. james and alistair thomson. ten
pound poms:a life history of british postwar emigration to australia. refugees who arrive by boat and
canada’s commitment to the ... - in humanitarianism, identity, and nation: migration laws of australia and
canada, catherine dauvergne argues that canada has an international reputation as a country with generous
immigration laws and a history of offering pro-tection to refugees . contemporary canada, says dauvergne, has
to some extent been “created” by immigration and australian student visas: assessing how the gte ... australian student visas: assessing how the gte requirement is assessed nishadee perera abstract australia is a
country that has long sought to be competitive in the international education sector, for the purposes of both
revenue generation and contribution towards australia’s social fabric. however, it has also historical shifts in
asylum policies in switzerland ... - historical shifts in asylum policies in switzerland: between humanitarian
values and the protection of national identity yvonne ria o and doris was tl-walter
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